
T R A I N I N G  I N F O

Is this weight challenging?

Am I still performing good quality reps?

WEIGHTED SESSIONS

Let's get to work!

But first, we need to choose our weapons! Correct weight selection is a very important part of your training, and it’s easily one of the

most common questions I get.

Please keep in mind that this is a GUIDE, not a rule book - weight selection differs widely per individual!

There are two important questions you should ask yourself when selecting a weight:

While I recommend pushing yourself, you should never sacrifice your form to hit a more impressive number carved on a set of

dumbbells. At the same time, I never want you to have an easy session! You should be aiming to progress by gradually increasing your

weights over time.

TIP: The final 2-3 reps of each set should take you to Struggle Street, but not to Bad Form Boulevard.

___

WEIGHT SELECTION GUIDE

Below you will find a guide on the weight ranges I recommend based on your fitness level. My aim here is to provide you with a

starting point, especially if you are someone who hasn’t done weighted work before.

If you’re training at a gym, I recommend seeking support from a personal trainer or a more experienced friend to supervise or spot you,

until you are comfortable with your weight selection. It often takes a second pair of eyes to discover what you’re really capable of or

something you need to wait until you're ready for.

If you’re working on equipping for home exercise space, start with a minimum of 2 pairs of dumbbells - a light option for upper body

exercises and a heavier option for lower body training. You can also purchase a set of adjustable dumbbells, which are great for

many exercises. However, for certain movement patterns those can feel unnecessarily bulky, so it does pay off to invest in separate

versions of your most used weights over time.

UPPER BODY

Dumbbells          5-10 lbs

Barbells              10+ lbs

Kettlebells          5-10 lbs
 

LOWER BODY

Dumbbells          10-25 lbs

Barbells              25+ lbs

Kettlebells          10-25 lbs
 

BEGINNER

UPPER BODY

Dumbbells          10-15 lbs

Barbells              25+ lbs

Kettlebells          10-15 lbs
 

LOWER BODY

Dumbbells          25-35 lbs

Barbells              25+ lbs

Kettlebells          25-35 lbs
 

INTERMEDIATE

UPPER BODY

Dumbbells          15+ lbs

Barbells              35+ lbs

Kettlebells          15+ lbs
 

LOWER BODY

Dumbbells          35+ lbs

Barbells              45+ lbs

Kettlebells          35+ lbs
 

ADVANCED



Beginner: new to exercise, or no to minimal experience with weight training.

Intermediate: some experience or completion of any BEST SHAPE by Maria programs previously.

Advanced: comfortable with weight training and ready to take it to the next level.

HOW DO YOU DETERMINE YOUR FITNESS LEVEL?

TIP: Any new exercise can be performed with no added resistance to start with - meaning bodyweight only! It’s important to perfect

form with each exercise BEFORE adding weight.

REPS!

Repetitions are also known as reps. They refer to the number of times we perform each exercise in a ‘set'.

I recommend hitting each muscle group with different rep ranges throughout a variety of workout sessions. This ensures that muscles

are engaged in a variety of different - yet equally important - ways, promoting muscle growth and overall progress in strength and

endurance.

You will find suggested rep ranges in all workouts, except for timed sessions. Below, you will find a table helping you match weight

selection to your rep ranges.

Beginner                    8-10 reps

Intermediate             10-12 reps                 10-12 reps

Advanced                 12-15 reps                 6-10 reps
 

Light/Moderate         Heavy

SETS!

A set is the number of rounds of reps that you complete for any given exercise. For example, if you perform 10 reps of an exercise

twice, you are essentially completing 2 sets (or 2 rounds) of the exercise.

I include a recommended number of sets/rounds for each workout, however, feel free to change it up based on your fitness level,

weight selection, or the amount of time you have available. This is how you can structure your sets based on fitness level:

Beginner                    2-3 sets

Intermediate              3-4 sets

Advanced                  3-5 reps
 

RESTING BETWEEN SETS

Scrolling through your feed while resting between sets? Girl, that needs to stop!

Approaching rest periods correctly plays an important role in the overall intensity and effectiveness of your workout. Too much rest or

succumbing to distractions - and both your mind and body lose focus, which can lead to a less effective workout or even injuries. I

strongly recommend staying present during your rest period.

Likewise, too little rest isn’t a great idea either! It can make your sesh near impossible to complete and result in a compromised form.

You will notice that all your sessions include a specified rest period between each set of your workout - but remember that it’s just a

guide! If you need to take a bit longer, nothing wrong with that - especially if you’re lifting particularly heavy and hitting some serious

personal bests. And if you’re getting a little sleepy in between sets...you know what to do! Cut that rest period, up your weight

selection, and get back to your session!

TIP: If you want to really push yourself or are working on your endurance, replace rest with performing an exercise that’ll keep your

heart rate up! You can choose based on your session and fitness level - anything from jogging on the spot to burpees is a great

option.



While prepping for the main workout, you’re getting the body temperature up, meaning less chance of muscle and tendon injuries.

You don’t bake buns in a cold oven - they won’t turn out right!

The blood flow to working muscles also increases - which means they get the fuel and oxygen required for the exercises much

quicker. This translates into a much more efficient session.

Finally, warming up ensures your cardiovascular system is ready to pump it, increasing your endurance for the session.

TRAINING MUST-KNOWS

Warm-ups and Muscle Activation

A proper warm-up is a must before jumping into any type of physical activity! Here are the 3 top reasons to add a 5-minute warm-up

to your workout:

When picking warm-up exercises, ensure that you incorporate movement patterns that are either similar to your main session, or work

the same muscles - just apply less resistance. This is done to ensure those muscles are “awake” and ready to go! For example, if you’re

planning on doing some heavy hip thrusts, do a couple of sets of lighter banded ones to warm up and wake up the glutes. Avoid any

prolonged static stretches right before your weighted session, as those can decrease your strength and endurance for the duration of

the workout.

You will notice that many of your sessions already include recommended activation circuits. On days when activation is not already

incorporated, feel free to add your own warm-up exercises or pick a sequence from the "ACTIVATION" section.

TIP: Short on time? Use your very first set for warming up by simply performing exercises with either no added weight or going lighter

than your normal working weight.

Cooldowns and Mobility Work

Although it’s easy to switch off at the end of your workout, there are so many benefits to adding a cool-down routine! This helps your

muscles return to a relaxed state, and may help reduce soreness and tightness the next day. Just a few gentle movements or a series

of static stretches focused on your target muscles is all you need. You will find a wide variety of cool-down routines in the

"COOLDOWN" section.

Stretching and Mobility Work

I want you to incorporate stretching more purposefully! Making time to stretch is effective not only to increase flexibility, but also to

strengthen our muscles, increase mobility, and prevent injuries. Improving mobility boosts your performance and ensures you’re

exercising with the correct form.

For general mobility, I recommend making time each day to stretch your major muscle groups (shoulders and neck, legs, lower back,

and arms). If you have a sedentary job, taking a break every couple of hours to perform a stretching sequence is a great way to regain

focus, boost energy and help address any muscle tension.

Mind to Muscle Connection

Research shows that by focusing on specific muscles to create contractions, you force your brain to engage more muscle fibers and

keep irrelevant ones switched off.

To improve the quality of your workouts you want to deliberately and consciously focus on muscle contraction in primary muscle

groups involved in your exercises. This is known as mind-to-muscle connection (MTM).

To successfully work a muscle group, you need to FEEL it working. Force your mind to focus solely on the exercise you’re doing and the

muscle you’re trying to work. When you successfully do this, it often takes a lot fewer reps to start ‘feeling’ the muscle work!

Try to contract the muscles at the peak of every movement and watch how much of a difference this makes not only to muscle

engagement but also to your form. The more you train yourself to focus on MTM, the better results you’ll experience!

TIP: While music is a great background for your workout, things like TV, podcasts, or trying to hold a conversation can take away from

your ability to focus - especially if you’re trying to master a new movement. Fewer distractions - more gains!



Fatigue

Decreased strength and performance 

Injuries

Sleep disturbances

Weakened immune system

And more

Time Under Tension

TUT is a very useful tool in strength conditioning and bodybuilding. Essentially, TUT refers to how long your muscle is under strain during

the set - and manipulating it can induce different responses in the body.

For example, lifting weights at a fast speed helps your body to recruit a large number of muscle fibers at once, which helps you to

build strength and increase your stamina and endurance.

On the other hand, by slowing down the movement, you are forcing your muscles to work longer under a higher tension, which creates

more muscle trauma. This may sound scary - however, it’s those micro-tears that ultimately result in visible gains after being repaired!

TIP: When you first start implementing tempo training, completing all reps in a set may seem impossible compared to times when you

“just did it” without programmed pauses! If you’re failing but still have a few reps to go, drop the weights and continue immediately,

with the same correct tempo - this will maximize TUT while ensuring your form is correct.

Core Stability and Strength

Your core is so much more than a six-pack! Just because someone has a prominent six-pack, doesn’t mean they actually have a strong

core! The visibility of abdominal muscles mostly depends on body fat %, as well as a dash of genetics.

So are the abs “made in the kitchen”? Maybe, but not a supportive, strong core - so there are numerous benefits to training it! I

incorporate numerous core strength and stability sessions in each program, as the core is your link connecting and supporting the

upper and lower body. Without an engaged core, your balance and stability can suffer, which increases the risk of injuries and

reduces the effectiveness of other exercises.

TIP: No need to do endless crunches after every single session! Many of the compound moves such as deadlifts, squats, and so on

work your core too - it’s serious work to keep your body stable and engaged.

Sculpt and Define

In addition to heavier lifting sessions, your program may include exercises incorporating equipment such as bands and ankle weights.

Sculpting work can also be performed with no added resistance! If you see these in your program, don’t assume you’re going to have

a light session. Prepare for a high rep, fast-paced sculpting extravaganza that will make your heart race, and your target muscles turn

into jelly!

TIP: For an extra challenge, you can place both ankle weights on one leg!

Rest and Recovery

We often place emphasis on workouts while neglecting an equally crucial part of creating that dream physique: rest and recovery. If

you’re someone who hasn’t had a proper rest day in weeks, I want you to slow down and read this section.

It’s easy to forget that every time we workout, we place stress on our bodies. Placing a load on your muscles and tissues leads to

microtraumas and tears, it also affects your bones and joints. When managed correctly, it’s not dangerous - in fact, this very stress is

something that helps the body adapt, promoting muscle growth and increased bone density. However, failing to implement recovery

strategies can lead to completely opposite results, such as:

Rest days are a perfect opportunity to repair and rebuild effectively to continue functioning at an optimal level. I always include at

least 1 rest day into your training schedule - and depending on your lifestyle and workout intensity, you are welcome to add 1-2 more

active rest days on top of that!



Consume 8-12 cups of water every day to replenish any losses occurring during workouts and other activities.

Nourish your body with wholesome foods to provide building blocks for recovery and maintain energy levels.

Aim to get quality sleep each night - most people need around 7-8 hours.

Do some relaxing stretches or even treat yourself to a massage.

Aim to create a consistent routine - your body performs best when it knows which resources to mobilize at what times each day!

How to spend your dedicated rest and recovery days depends on your personal preference and fitness level! For example, if you’re

new to training or are really exhausted, and your body is begging for a complete rest day - do exactly that. If you’re feeling energized

and refreshed, you can opt for an active rest day instead - such as going for a long walk, taking a yoga class, or playing recreational

sports with friends - that’s a great option too! Avoid any strenuous activities to give your body an opportunity to recover properly - but

you don’t have to spend an entire day in sedentary mode unless that’s what you feel like.

In addition to rest days, the following simple and effective strategies can be applied every day to promote recovery and reduce

muscle soreness:

TIP: If it’s been months since you’ve entered a training block, and daily recovery strategies paired with weekly rest days don’t leave you

feeling refreshed, take a few consecutive days - or even up to a couple of weeks - off structured exercising while remaining generally

active and nourishing your body well. It’s completely normal and healthy to de-load, and if your body is asking for more rest, don’t

ignore it! Your progress will not be ruined!


